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DISCLAIMER
The information and products in this presentation are for educational 
purposes only and are not intended to provide medical advice, diagnose, 
treat, or cure any health conditions, or be construed as a therapeutic 
recommendation or prescription for any disease or symptom. The US Food 
and Drug Administration has not evaluated products or statements about 
specific products, health topics, or any suggested methods presented.

Viewers should not attempt self-diagnosis or self-treatment of any kind, and 
should not discontinue any medication or therapy or make any health-
related decisions without the advice of a licensed medical physician. You 
should consult with a physician or healthcare professional before starting 
any diet, exercise, or supplementation program, before taking any 
medication or nutritional supplement, or if you have or suspect you might 
have a health problem.



No grow lights needed

Keys:

• Don’t over water, every other day
• Grow in AC in summer
• Use good mold-free seed 

(organicfruitsandnuts.com,
Handypantry.com)

• Soak no more than 8-10 hours
• Don’t let tails get long
• Use Fox Farms soil (Happy Frog or 

Ocean Forest)
• Foliar feed with ORMES

High ORMUS Sprouting Indoors or Out
Grow extremely regenerative nutrient-dense plants beyond organic, beyond biodynamic



Make Your Own Custom-Tailored 
High ORMES Probiotic Antioxidant Superfood Brew

Dr. Teruo Higa’s Effective Microorganisms (EM)
www.freshandalive.com



Scalar Energy
aka Torsion Waves, 

Tachyon Energy, Chi, Prana, 
Life Force, Orgone etc.



The center of our galaxy 
has a “singularity,” as do 
suns and planets, as do 
our bodies. They act as 
relays for faster-than-light 
scalar energy.



“Super-massive black holes at the 
cores of galaxies blast out radiation 
and ultra-fast winds. NASA’s … 
telescopes show these winds blow 
in a nearly spherical fashion.”



A galaxy has a toroidal energy field.
So does a solar system. 

See Nassim Haramein’s DVD Crossing the Event Horizon



At the centers of galaxies, suns, and planets, there is a singularity, a black hole/white hole 
combination where energy flows out from the top funnel, around the torus, and back in from 
the bottom. The interplanetary flow of faster-than-light scalar energy travels from the centers 
of galaxies and is relayed outward from sun to sun and to planets through the singularity 
inside each celestial body.

See Nassim Haramein: The Singularity and Earth's Hidden History

So does a planet or sun.



Scalar energy from the Earth and cosmos can flow in and out of your physical body, 
through the superconducting monatomic minerals (ORMUS elements) hiding within 
the atoms of the matter composing them. In the body, larger deposits or nodules of 
the ORMUS elements along the spine and the pineal gland correspond to the chakras, 
and are portals for spiraling vortices of scalar energy of consciousness. Your brain is 
a scalar wave generator; your spine, nervous system, and DNA are the antenna.

So does a human being, so does a cell, so does an atom, etc.
As above, so below.



As above, so below.
Nemescope optical photograph of iron atoms. Note energy fields of the 

atoms and energy lines of atomic bonds.  Magnification: 5 million X



The universe is a web of singularities (black holes and white holes) from which 
faster-than-light scalar energy flows. This energy flows throughout the universe, 
from the galactic scale to the subatomic, spiraling and branching (fractaling) as it 
goes, following toroidal (doughnut-shaped) flows. 

See Nassim Haramein’s DVD Crossing the Event Horizon



The recursive fractal flow of scalar energy is
manifested in the physical structure of all 

matter, including living organisms.
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The recursive fractal flow of scalar energy is
manifested in the physical structure of all 

matter, including living organisms.



Your body is structured fractally
and contains superconducting 
ORMUS elements that allow scalar 
energy to flow through it. Your 
veins, lymph system, DNA, and 
body itself are fractals. Your DNA 
is a spiral fractal superconducting 
antenna that transmits and 
receives the scalar energy of 
consciousness.

AS ABOVE, SO BELOW



Scientists proved 
DNA is 

superconducting 
in 2001



This interplanetary flow of 
cosmic radiation also strikes 
the surface of the Earth and 
bounces back and forth 
between the surface and the 
ionosphere. Known as the 
“Schumann Resonance,” our 
brains and all living organisms 
“entrain” with this pulse at 7.8 
cycles per second (Hertz). This 
relaxes us, calms us down, 
and gets us into deep sleep 
states. In 1986-87 it began 
accelerating, and is now about 
13 Hertz. So what do you think 
cell phones and wireless 
technology in the GIGAHERTZ 
range do to us? 

Solar & Cosmic Radiation
THE SCHUMANN 

RESONANCE



The accelerating Schumann Resonance is accelerating our hearts, brains, cells, and 
nervous system at an accelerating rate corresponding to the Fibonacci series.



Humans Throughout Time Have Observed Scalar Energy Transducers in Nature

Eggs are made of bone, high in ORMUS. The shape concentrates scalar energy (chi, prana, 
life force) inside the vessel. Information is stored in stone and bone. Hence Viktor 
Schauberger’s and others work with egg shapes.



Humans Throughout Time Have Made Their Own 
Scalar Energy Transducers Based on Nature

Ancient Greek amphora for 
food and water storage made 
of high ORMUS clay.

Kimchee fermentation pot made of high ORMUS 
clay and buried in high ORMUS soil for many sun 
and moon cycles. Astrological effects on biology 
and Rudolph Steiner’s biodynamics are based on 
this concept.



Low Tech High Tech
Steiner Biodynamic Preparations are made in a
High ORMUS Scalar Wave Vortex Environment

Stone and bone are crystalline, high in ORMUS, and are scalar energy transducers. Cow poop (an 
organic probiotic with angstrom  minerals) sits in a Fibonacci curved high ORMUS superconducting 
antenna/transducer vessel (hollow animal horn) absorbing scalar waves from the cosmos. Crystals 
in soil impart natural healing frequencies. A wide range of scalar energy frequencies are also 
imparted by a full astronomical cycle of the Earth (one year). The poop is converted to soil with 
even more ORMUS elements from microbe action, and homeopathic solutions are made from it. 
Homeopathic solutions with ORMUS hold programming better and emit more scalar energy than 
plain preps.



Volcanic Mountains Are Scalar Wave Transcievers/Transducers Due
to ORMES (Superconducting Monatomic Elements) in Their Rock

Lenticular Clouds over Mount Shasta, California



Pyramids Are Artificial Mountains and Scalar Wave 
Transceivers/Transducers

Pyramids are tuned to receive and transmit different frequencies by altering 
their geometry and materials. Natural volcanic stones and animal bones are 
high in ORMES and can be used to set natural frequencies harmonious to 
living organisms.



Pyramids Are Artificial Mountains and Scalar Wave 
Transceivers/Transducers



Properly constructed pyramids are scalar wave transcievers/transducers. They act as 
an antenna for scalar energy that flows from the sun and all other celestial bodies, 
and from the core of the Earth. Golod believes all ancient pyramids on Earth were 
built as part of a global scalar energy grid system, implying that someone with air or 
space travel capability oversaw their construction. ETs involved?

Physicist Dr. Alexander Golod’s Phi Ratio Pyramid Near Moscow

Height: 144 Feet
Weight: 55 Tons
Cost: $1+ Million

Director, Russian 
State Defense 

Center 



Fiberglass, PVC pipe, and glue construction. No metals at all in 
construction, electrical conductors shield scalar waves, electrical 
nonconductors conduct scalar waves. 

Inside Alexander Golod's Pyramid

144 Feet Tall
Weighs 55 

Tons



Inside Alexander Golod's Pyramid

144 Feet Tall
Weighs 55 

Tons



Benefits of Golod's Pyramids

144 Feet Tall
Weighs 55 

Tons

Golod’s pyramids were able to:
• detoxify ground water and reduce hardness and nuclear radioactivity in it
• reduce nuclear radioactivity in the atmosphere and in living organisms
• neutralize poisons placed inside it
• Improve the immune system, cellular regeneration, and blood leukocyte 

count, while suppressing pathogens and radioactivity in living organisms 
placed inside

• increase yields of seeds placed inside by 30-100%
• reduce frequency and severity of seismic activity, lightning, and severe 

weather
• ionize and remove pollutants in the atmosphere up to 2000 meters (1.24 

miles) high, and 300 km (186 miles)
• heal the ozone layer in the range of its field
• lower viscosity of oil wells, increasing yields
• bring new water springs to the surface
• BRING BACK EXTINCT SPECIES OF FLOWERS
• significantly change superconductivity temperature thresholds and the 

properties of semi-conducting and carbon nano materials
• spontaneously charge capacitors
• greatly reduce violence, improve overall behavior, and increase recovery 

from addiction for 6000 prison inmates who ingested salt that had been 
“charged” inside the pyramid exhibited

• neutralize geopathic stress zones



More Benefits of Golod's Pyramids

144 Feet Tall
Weighs 55 

Tons

• Water inside the pyramid will remain liquid to –40 degrees C/F but freeze 
instantly if jostled or bumped.

• Pyramid tip generates electric current.
• Pyramid charges crystal much like a magnet can magnetize a ferrous 

conductor, also changes crystal’s color.
• Burning any substance  inside the pyramid produces pleasant aromas.
• Increasing the height of the pyramid improves the quality of the results.



Dr. Valery Uvarov’s Pyramids

144 Feet Tall
Weighs 55 

Tons

Department of UFO Research,
Palaeosciences, and Palaeotechnology
National Security Academy of Russia



Bosnian Pyramids

144 Feet Tall
Weighs 55 

Tons

Discovered by Dr. Semir Osmanagić, PhD
Anthropology Professor , Director of the Center for Archaeology

American University in Bosnia-Herzegovina



RESOURCES FOR TECHNICAL
INFORMATION ON SCALAR ENERGY

144 Feet Tall
Weighs 55 

Tons

Konstantin Meyl, PhD www.meyl.eu



RESOURCES FOR TECHNICAL
INFORMATION ON SCALAR ENERGY

144 Feet Tall
Weighs 55 

Tons

www.cheniere.orgFormer NASA nuclear engineer
Thomas E. Bearden PhD



Powered and unpowered scalar energy devices.
www.freshandalive.com

Enhancing Plant and Microbe Growth with Scalar Energy

Electrically Powered
Rest Shield

Scalar Wave Generator

Static
Ormusite Products



Mineral crystals are also structured fractally (aka crystal lattice) and 
contain superconducting ORMES elements, and can act as antenna or 
transceivers/ transducers of scalar energy. They also act as 
oscillators, altering the frequency of the energy flowing through them. 
Different types of crystals oscillate at different frequencies.



Build Your Own







ORMES AKA
ORMUS

Orbitally Rearranged 
Monatomic Elements



No grow lights needed

Keys:

• Don’t over water, every other day
• Grow in AC in summer
• Use good mold-free seed 

(organicfruitsandnuts.com,
Handypantry.com)

• Soak no more than 8-10 hours
• Don’t let tails get long
• Use Fox Farms soil (Happy Frog or 

Ocean Forest)
• Foliar feed with ORMES

High ORMUS Sprouting Indoors or Out
Grow extremely regenerative nutrient-dense plants beyond organic, beyond biodynamic



Make Your Own Custom-Tailored 
High ORMES Probiotic Antioxidant Superfood Brew

Dr. Teruo Higa’s Effective Microorganisms (EM)
www.freshandalive.com
Brewing instructions: 



ORMES-fed Kombucha

Feeding ferments ORMES makes them grow much bigger, 
much faster, with much higher nutrient content.

ORMES-fed
Water Kefir



Feeding ferments ORMES makes them grow much bigger, 
much faster, with much higher nutrient content.

ORMES-fed
Water Kefir

Grains are about 5 times 
the usual size, and grew 

in 1/3 the time.



Microbes in soil eat minerals and break them down into angstrom and 
monatomic minerals. Platinum group metals, copper, gold, mercury, 
silver can all become ORMES. Volcanic rock is high in ORMES.



Volcanoes remineralize the Earth and create 
superconducting ORMES elements that also create 

Meisner fields that want to ground.



Magnetic Blender Kit

Vortexing mineralized water in magnetic fields creates ORMES.

Make ORMES in a Blender or Vitalizer
Feed it to your plants, ferments, and yourself!

Water Vitalizer



www.vortexbrewer.com

Vortexing mineralized water in magnetic fields creates ORMES.

Make ORMES in a Vortex Brewer.
Make one yourself, see YouTube!



Water vortexing over rocks creates ORMES and structures the 
water (molecule clustering, aka homeopathy) with scalar energy. 
Rocks are crystals that emit scalar energy, and some are magnetic.



ORMES elements can revert GMO plant DNA back 
to heirloom, heal DNA and other damage from 
GMOS, and neutralize radiation in the body. 



My Grow Minerals
www.mygrowminerals.com

High ORMES Plant Foods for Sprouting,
Hydroponics, and Growing in Soil

Ocean Solution
www.oceansolution.com



High ORMES Plant Foods for Sprouting,
Hydroponics, and Growing in Soil

Make your own EM brew
www.downloads.freshandalive.com

Garden Shot Fertilizer
www.gardenshot.com



Ocean Solution
www.oceansolution.com

High ORMES Plant Foods for Sprouting,
Hydroponics, and Growing in Soil

Microbe Blast
www.restandrepair.com



One tower garden can feed one person two huge salads
every day for 6 months for under $100 from one crop

Easy high ORMES Growing
Juice Plus Tower Garden
www.towergarden.com



High ORMES Rock Powders
Book: The Enlivened Rock Powders by Harvey Lisle

Making ORMES in Soil

Azomite Jersey Green Sand
Redmond Livestock 
Mineral Conditioner



Dr. Teruo Higa’s Effective Microorganisms (EM)

Making ORMES in Soil, DIY High ORMES Plant Food



Mycorrhiza Soil Inoculants

Making ORMES in Soil

Azomite Jersey Green Sand
Redmond Livestock 
Mineral Conditioner



Free mulch from arborists/tree services

Make Dirt Cheap HIGH ORMES Soil



Free mulch and logs from arborists/tree services.
Inoculate logs with mushroom spores to get mycelium for your garden.

See book Mycelium Running by Paul Stamets, www.fungi.com

Make Dirt Cheap HIGH ORMES Soil



Free mulch and logs from arborists/tree services.
Inoculate logs with mushroom spores to get mycelium for your garden.

See book Mycelium Running by Paul Stamets, www.fungi.com

Make Dirt Cheap HIGH ORMES Soil



Free mulch and logs from arborists/tree services.
Inoculate logs with mushroom spores to get mycelium for your garden.

See book Mycelium Running by Paul Stamets, www.fungi.com

Make Dirt Cheap HIGH ORMES Soil



THANK YOU!

Ken Rohla, President
www.FreshAndAlive.com
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